Cookies policy
1.

Introduction

1.1

Our website uses cookies.

1.2

We will ask you to consent to our use of cookies in accordance with the terms of this policy
when you first visit our website. / By using our website and agreeing to this policy, you
consent to our use of cookies in accordance with the terms of this policy.

2.

About cookies

2.1

A cookie is a file containing an identifier (a string of letters and numbers) that is sent by a
web server to a web browser and is stored by the browser. The identifier is then sent back
to the server each time the browser requests a page from the server.

2.2

Cookies may be either "persistent" cookies or "session" cookies: a persistent cookie will
be stored by a web browser and will remain valid until its set expiry date, unless deleted
by the user before the expiry date; a session cookie, on the other hand, will expire at the
end of the user session, when the web browser is closed.

2.3

Cookies do not typically contain any information that personally identifies a user, but
personal information that we store about you in our CRM may be linked to the information
stored in and obtained from cookies. In such case it enables us to identify potential
customers and target our marketing efforts (profiling).

2.4

Cookies can be used by web servers to identity and track users as they navigate different
pages on a website and identify users returning to a website.

2.5

Many cookies on ComAp Website perform essential functions or services you have
requested or for security purposes, as further described in the table below. We use
cookies to make the ComAp Website easier to use and to better tailor our Website and
our products to your interests and needs.

3.

Our cookies

3.1

We use session and persistent cookies on our website.

3.2

The names of the cookies that we use on our website, and the purposes for which they
are used, are set out below:
Cookie name

Expiration

Purpose

ASP.NET_SessionId

Session

Keeps the user session
ID for security reasons.

CMSCookieLevel

Session

Specifies which cookies
are allowed by the visitor.

ComAp a.s., U Uranie 1612/14a, 170 00 Prague 7, Czech Republic
Registered in the Commercial register maintained by the Municipal Court in Prague, Section B, file 18788

www.comap-control.com

CMSCsrfCookie

Session

Store's a security token
that the system uses to
validate all form data
submitted via POST
requests. Helps protect
against cross site request
forgery – e.g. to fill in a
form of an attacker that
seems to be from a
certain website.

CMSPreferredCulture

Persistent
approx. 356
days

Stores the visitor's
preferred content culture
- language.

CurrentContact

Persistent
approx. 545
days

Stores the GUID of the
contact related to the
current site visitor. Used
to track activities on the
website and store
marketing-related
information about visitors.
Contacts cover both
anonymous visitors
(identified by an HTTP
cookie) and regular
registered users or
customers (identified by
username or email
address).

VisitorStatus

Persistent
approx. 2500
days

Indicates if the visitor is
new or returning. Used
for tracking
the visitors statistic in
web analytics.

.ASPXFORMSAUTH

Cookies kept
only during the
session time

Stores the user's
encrypted authentication
ticket when using forms
authentication.

4.

Analytics cookies

4.1

We use Google Analytics to analyse the use of our website.

4.2

Our analytics service provider generates statistical and other information about website
use by means of cookies.

4.3

Our website uses all analytics cookies available by Google Analytics.
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4.4

The information generated relating to our website is used to create reports about the use
of our website only.

4.5

Our analytics service provider's privacy policy is available at:
https://www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners/
https://www.kentico.com/kentico-com-privacy-policy

5.

Third party cookies

5.1

Our website also uses third party cookies.

5.2

Details of other third-party cookies used by our website are set out below:
(a)

youtube cookies, their privacy policy is available at
https://www.youtube.com/static?template=privacy_guidelines ;

(b)

plugin of addthis.com, their privacy policy is available at
http://www.addthis.com/privacy/privacy-policy ;

(c)

kentico cookies, their privacy policy is available at
https://www.kentico.com/kentico-com-privacy-policy ;

6.

Blocking cookies

6.1

Most browsers allow you to refuse to accept cookies. Please see the respective browser
(Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox or Safari etc.) instructions.

6.2

Blocking all cookies will have a negative impact upon the usability of many websites.

6.3

If you block cookies, you will not be able to use all the features on our website.

7.

Deleting cookies

7.1

You can delete cookies already stored on your computer.

7.2

Deleting cookies will have a negative impact on the usability of many websites.

8.

Further details

8.1
Please see our Privacy policy, Unsubscribe information, CRM declaration or company
contacts for further details.
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